
 
 

1. Do you see the need to develop a large public gathering space in Downtown Vancouver?  

If so, how would you support such an initiative? 

 

It seems we de facto have such spaces that have been employed as such, successfully 

and not at the Olympics and Stanley Cup riots, respectively. The idea of closing roads 

to enable such spaces to occur on special occasions has merit, but needs to be better 

controlled than during the riot, for example.  

 

2. If elected, what would you do to enhance public space in Vancouver to improve the 

experience throughout the year, day and night – specifically in the dark, wet winter 

months?     

  

 I’d encourage the use of public spaces for things like the German Christmas market 

 where the vendors and organizers are themselves responsible for set up, tear down 

 and security. Such events would not come as additional expenses to the tax paying 

 public since the costs are borne by the organizers and repaid by those attending. 

 

3. In the aftermath of the Stanley Cup Riots, there were calls to limit or prevent large 

gatherings in Vancouver.  How do you think that the City should balance the need for 

safety and security with the desire of many residents to attend public gatherings within 

the city? 

  

 The riot pointed to a large scale failure on the part of the city to adequately plan the 

 event, anticipate all possible outcomes, and provide the funding for all contingencies. 

 As your members may be aware, Chief Constable Jim Chu asked the city for $1.3 

 million for policing in April on the assumption that the Canucks would make it through 

 the finals. The city declined to provide the funding…and we know what happened 

 when the mistaken assumptions about peaceful crowd behaviour collided with the 

 understaffed  police. There are indeed numerous valid reasons why large gatherings 

 are beneficial, but the costs cannot be borne endlessly by Vancouverites unless 

 there is a clear mandate from the same that they are willing to pay for whatever 

 resources are  needed alone or in concert with event organizers.  In the case of the 

 riot, the de facto organizer was the city itself. 

 

4. What do you think needs to be done in order to move people around Vancouver in a 

more active and sustainable way?  

 



 

We need a different distribution of transportation priorities with public transport 

and bikes being the top, private vehicles being a minority. Other cities also license 

a variety of group taxis. 

 

5. Vancouver voters select their city councillors at-large, which means that they lack 

strong neighbourhood representation.  What are some solutions that you would support 

for the creation of greater neighbourhood representation in civic politics? 

  

 One of our key principles calls for community-based democracy in decision making: if 

 neighbourhoods make their own decisions, then we are not left with the current top-

 down approach that rarely satisfies the needs of Vancouver’s diverse communities. A 

 ward system is also not an obvious answer since it makes the representatives of the 

 ward the advocates for only their fraction of the city. 

 

6. How should Council promote civic engagement with youth and other groups that are 

rarely represented in community decisions and Council deliberations? 

  

 As above, community-based decision making. 

 

7. What are your ideas to improve conditions for pedestrians in Vancouver? How can we 

bring life to the streets of Vancouver to keep them safe, interesting and accessible for 

people of all abilities? 

  

 Go to a Roman model in which public space is paramount and which hence encourages 

 pedestrians. For example, it is hard to find in Rome a city block that doesn’t have a 

 fountain, public seating area, park, etc. where people can gather. We’d also increase 

 the number of independent food stalls and encourage busking. 

 

8. What are your ideas to increase resident’s opportunities for public expression? 

 

Different cities have “speaker’s corners” and these should be accommodated in every 

public space in the city. Also, the city should sponsor panels on a range of issues (some 

proposed by council and staff, others from the communities themselves) that would 

seek to address the issues of the day. Various groups do so now, of course, but imagine 

how dynamic this would be if actively enabled by the city itself? 

 

 

 

 


